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Structural reforms, essential 
complement to fiscal consolidation

• To change structure of the economy, ‘move workers’
into new, growing sectors, unleash the potential of the 
economy, while ensuring social acceptability

• Action needed on many fronts, main ones:
– Labour market
– Business environment
– Education, skills & innovation
– Public administration and public sector

• EU structural funds have been used effectively in all these 
areas
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Labour market

• Major employment losses in the ‘boom’ sectors. Quick 
surge of unemployment rate to over 20%.

• Labour market conditions improved but L-T unemployment 
remains high (16%), and skill losses and mismatches
require attention. Poverty rates among the highest in the EU. 

• EC/IMF have continuously stressed the need for proactive 
policies, retain a sufficient level of social safety net spending. 

• To avoid that unemployment becomes structural :
– Keep labour force active (ALMPs, EU funds)
– Focus on transition to regular employment (wage 

subsidies/tax reliefs, fight to the grey economy)
– Address skills mismatches (training & upskilling)

• Social safety net established and safeguarded throughout the 
crisis
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Business environment

• Fight grey economy and illicit trade
• Encourage entrepreneurship & reduce administrative burden

– Small Business Act (“micro-company tax scheme”), reduced start-up costs 
to 1 LVL, introduced lower taxation for start-ups and easier book-keeping 
requirements

• Improve public procurement procedures
– expanding Electronic Procurement System, centralising municipal 

procurements, ex-ante screenings of procurement documents

• Attract and retain foreign investment and promote exports
– POLARIS strategy, high-level working group established under PM (to solve 

specific problems related to foreign direct investment/project attraction)

• EU funds have been safeguarded and properly budgeted
– Initial reaction by LV authorities was to cut this budget item…
– Money for road reconstruction, energy efficiency projects, ...
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Education, skills and innovation

• Accumulation of human and knowledge capital benefits 
long-term growth

• Reform objectives:
– Raise quality and international competitiveness of 

education
– Link higher and vocational education to labour market

demand
– Introduce ”money follows pupil” principle
– Take into account demographic trends

• EU structural funds co-finance R&D&I programmes
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Public administration 
and public sector

• Number of municipalities was cut from 500+ to 110 (a long-
delayed reform).

• Big reforms in health and education were launched (cuts by 
over 1/3 in schools and hospitals, to reflect demographic trends
and bring closer to EU standards), which had been stuck for 
years before that. 

• A unified public sector wage was established from January 
2010. Strategic thinking on performance-based career started

• Strategy for fighting grey economy.
• Improvements in fiscal governance, public financial 

management, budget formulation process, spending controls. A 
new Fiscal Discipline Law has been submitted to the Parliament. 

• Progress with governance and ownership policies of state-
owned enterprises and real estate (international best practice)
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Latvia’s experience with crisis: 
Lessons for Europe?

• Can be overcome if there is, first and foremost, national commitment 
and incisive action to ensure solvency

• Adjustment does not need a devaluation nor a sustained deflation, 
and leads to lower interest rates (both good for debt dynamics)!

• Growth can return faster, esp. if adjustment based on reforms
• Liquidity problems must not lead to insolvency : important that EU 

provides ample support and shelter
• Ultimately much less money needed : LV only €4.3bn out of 7.5, the 

EU banking sector also used a fraction.
• Political paradox : PM re-elected after massive consolidation and 

reform (the same in Estonia).
• However, realism is necessary, more needs to be done, including to 

avoid the pitfalls of the next boom
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Thank you for your attention!

Gabriele Giudice
Head of Unit, DG ECFIN
Mission Chief for EU BoP Assistance to LV
European Commission


